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Avoid potential business interruptions by 
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bundling. Our Postal Bands are designed to 
meet or exceed the postal requirements for 
bundled parcels.
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POSTAL BANDS
TIPS
These Postal Bands are 
available in three different 
grades of rubber. The perfect 
grade of rubber depends 
entirely on the type of hold 
and/or stretch you need for 
your particular application. 
Each item, no matter the 
grade of rubber, meets or 
exceeds USPS requirements.

ITEM #         NSN                              SIZE       LENGTH x WIDTH - PKG         CASE       MIN

2464309       7510-01-368-3495              #64         3 ½” x ¼” -  5# Poly                               50              50

97705            7510-08-000-1682             #170         7” x ¼”  -  1# Box                                   25              25

24184             7510-00-243-3437            #18           3” x 1⁄16”  -  1# Poly             25              25

24324            7510-00-243-3434             #32           3” x ⅛”  -  1# Poly                                  25              25 

24644            N/A                                    #64           3 ½” x ¼” - 1# Poly                                25              25

26644            N/A                                    #64           3 ½” x ¼” - 1# Poly                                25               25

Alliance is the proud U.S. Manufacturer of Postal Bands for the U.S. 
Postal Service. Many businesses such as bulk mailers use these bands 
for bundling, filing and organizational purposes.
 
In 1997, we helped to establish the postal regulatory requirements as 
set out in the Federal Circular A-A 131B - Rubber Band Procurement 
Manual. This is the same version that’s being used today. While the 
USPS does not set the quality standards for the rubber bands used by 
private customers, it still has the right to reject any bundled parcels 
which it feels may cause harm to its postal employees. This means that 
the US Postal Service will reject any parcel that is not securely and 
firmly held together as well as any parcel that it feels will break apart 
during processing at the Post Office. It is important to utilize the 
proper post office rubber bands with your parcels in order to avoid 
any potential business interruption. 

To make sure these demands are met,  Alliance offers the same postal 
rubber bands sold to the USPS to private customers through our 
distribution network. These rubber bands are guaranteed to meet or 
exceed all Postal requirements.

WHERE TO SELL
• Bulk Mailhouses
• Commercial Printers
• Direct Mail Service 
   Companies
• Office Supplies
• Schools and Universities
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